
 
 

 

 
 
 

STAFF REPORT 
 
 
 
SUBJECT: Route 101 Milpas to Cabrillo-Hot Springs Operational Improvements  
 
 
MEETING DATE: February 15, 2007       AGENDA ITEM:  11 
 
 
STAFF CONTACT: Fred Luna 
 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
 
A. Authorize the Chair to execute Amendment No. 3 to the contract with Moffatt & Nichol 

Engineers to increase the contract amount by $390,000, for additional work related to 
final design, right of way acquisition, and utility coordination. 

 
B. Adopt an expenditure plan amendment approving an increase in the allocation of 

Measure D regional funds to the Highway 101 Milpas\Cabrillo Hot Springs project in the 
amount of $390,000 for project support costs. (Requires 9 affirmative votes) 

 
SUMMARY: 
The SBCAG board has approved $11.822 million in Measure D regional funds to be spent on 
the Route 101/Milpas to Cabrillo Hot Springs project for right of way purchases, utility 
relocations, and project support costs.  The total project cost is approximately $56 million for 
construction and $10.3 million for right of way. 
 
The Measure D funding has helped the project make great progress.  The Measure D funds 
SBCAG is contributing have paid for all right of way acquisitions to date, otherwise the project 
would have been delayed up to two additional years.  SBCAG has also used Measure D funding 
to hire a design team lead by Moffatt & Nichol Engineers (MNE) to design many of the local 
improvements that have been critical in obtaining the Coastal Development Permit from the City 
of Santa Barbara.  Both the MNE design team and the Caltrans design team have been working 
hard on completing a Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E) package over the last two 
and half years.  Now PS&E is 100% complete and a combined plan set has been submitted to 
the Caltrans Office Engineer (OE).  Over the next several months Caltrans OE will ready the 
comprehensive design package for construction bids beginning in October 2007.  The right of 
way acquisition phase is at the 60% mark.  Of the 20 parcels required as permanent takes for 
the project, 10 are considered settled.  The remaining parcels are either in negotiation or 
completing appraisals.  Caltrans will be moving forward with eminent domain actions on all of 
these by April 2007 should no settlement agreement be reached.   
 
As this point, an additional contract amendment is required to address design changes and 
additional coordination that was required to combine the Caltrans and consultant design 
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packages into a single construction contract.  Staff is recommending that the board approve 
Amendment No. 3 with Moffatt & Nichol in the amount of $390,000.  This is less than 0.6% of 
the total construction and right of way cost for the project.  Though additional design effort is 
and has been required, it has resulted cost in reductions for construction and right of way that  
nearly offset the amount of the amendment.  An additional benefit for the community from recent 
design changes is that all the project improvements will be built in a more coordinated manner 
with less traffic disruptions.   
 
Some of the services included in Amendment No. 3 are:  conducting an engineering peer review 
on behalf of the City of Santa Barbara, design modifications to the roundabout, additional design 
coordination with Caltrans on Final PS&E, storm water plans and permitting, and additional 
utility coordination.  The design modifications to the roundabout resulted in improved traffic 
operations in the future, safety improvements for motorists, pedestrians and bicyclists, and 
reduced right of way and construction capital costs.  In addition, staff proposes to include 
additional funds to continue the community relations effort with Tynan Group (under contract 
with Moffatt & Nichol).  Table 1 shows the details that result in the request for approval in 
Amendment No. 3 to the contract.  Staff is also recommending that the board adopt an 
expenditure plan amendment approving a $390,000 increase in the allocation of Measure D 
regional for project support costs.  Approval of the expenditure plan amendment requires 9 
affirmative votes.   
. 

Table 1 
Summary of Expenditure Authorization 

Measure D Regional Funds 
(Millions of $) 

 
Phase  

Right of Way Project Support Total 
Original Board Allocation 
(Oct. 2003) 

$4.800 $3.207 $8.007 

Additional Allocation  
(July 2006) 

$5.477 -$1.662 $3.815 

Subtotal:  Existing Measure 
D Project Authorization 

$10.277 $1.545 $11.822 

    
Current Project Estimate of 
Costs 

$10.277 $1.935 $12.212 

    
Additional Funding 
Recommended (Amend. #3, 
Feb. 2007) 

$0.000 $0.390 $0.390 
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DISCUSSION: 
 
The Route 101/Milpas to Cabrillo-Hot Springs project is the highest priority project that is funded 
by SBCAG.  The total cost of this project is around $86 million, which includes construction, 
right of way and project support.  The project has committed funding of approximately $67 
million in RIP and Grandfathered RIP (older RIP dollars), and $12 million in Measure D funds.  
The total cost for the PS&E phase is around $7.2 million for a $55.8 million construction project 
which is approximately 13% of the cost which is within industry standards. 
 
Project Features 
This project is seen as the first phase of the widening of 101 to 6 lanes south of Santa Barbara.  
SBCAG is seeking to make further progress on the widening by recently submitting nearly $200 
million in applications for state Proposition 1B funding for a HOV lane widening project for six 
miles in western Ventura County and southern Santa Barbara County.   
 
The project includes a number of different elements, with the emphasis being the widening of 
US 101 in northbound and southbound directions.  This additional freeway capacity will reduce 
traffic congestion and improve safety and operations in this section of the freeway.: 
 
• Addition of a southbound lane on Highway 101 from Milpas Street to beyond Cabrillo\Hot 

Springs interchange 
• Northbound auxiliary lane from Cabrillo to Salinas Street 
• Third northbound lane from Salinas Street to Milpas Street 
• Sound walls along municipal tennis courts, zoo and residences near Milpas Street 
• New southbound off ramp at Milpas Street 
• New Hwy 101 undercrossing at Cacique Street 
• Roundabout at intersection of Cabrillo Boulevard, Old Coast Highway, Coast Village Road 

and Hot Springs Road 
• Other local improvements on Coast Village Road, Old Coast Highway and along Cabrillo 

Boulevard 
 
Project Status 
The project design is complete and has been submitted to Caltrans Office Engineering (OE) 
group.  This group independently reviews the PS&E package (design plans, specifications and 
estimate) to ensure it conforms to the Caltrans’ standards.  Over the next two months, the OE 
group at District 5 and Caltrans HQ will interface with the Caltrans and consultant design teams 
to meet the Ready to List milestone of October 2007, at which point the package is released for 
construction bids.  Under that anticipated schedule, the project will be under construction in 
spring 2008.   
 
Right of way acquisition is continuing to make progress.  For several parcel acquisitions 
Caltrans is exercising its eminent domain authority to obtain the necessary rights to build the 
project without delay.  Specifically, in November 2006 the California Transportation Commission 
adopted a resolution of necessity for the property where the new Milpas Southbound off-ramp 
will be constructed.  Caltrans is preparing another resolution of necessity for April 2007, for the 
property to be acquired from Union Pacific Railroad along the southbound lanes of US 101 
where a third lane will be constructed.   
 
Additional Design Work 
In April 2004, SBCAG retained the services of Moffatt & Nichol Engineers to assist Caltrans is 
delivering this project and provide a number of services under their contract.  The MNE team is 
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responsible for providing:  final engineering and design, right of way support, utility coordination, 
community relations.  Without the Measure D funds for right of way acquisitions and project 
support, the project would have been delayed up to two additional years.  SBCAG staff and the 
MNE team have worked closely with the City of Santa Barbara staff to deliver the local 
improvements that were critical in obtaining the Coastal Development Permit.  
 
Staff is recommending that the SBCAG board approve an allocation increase in the Measure D 
regional funding of $390,000 with approval requiring 9 affirmative votes.  The additional 
authorization is based on increasing the total Measure D regional allocation for this project to 
$12.212 million as shown in Table 1.   
 
During the summer of 2006, Caltrans agreed to administer construction of the mainline highway 
improvements and the local street improvements that SBCAG’s engineering team were 
designing.  Caltrans had a number of requirements that would need to be met including having 
the City of Santa Barbara agree to indemnify Caltrans in a future cooperative agreement 
regarding the design of the new roundabout by SBCAG’s consultants to be constructed at the 
intersection of Hot Springs Road\Cabrillo Blvd.\Old Coast Highway\Coast Village Road.  The 
City agreed.  However they asked that a formal peer review of the roundabout be undertaken.  
In August 2006, SBCAG initiated a peer review effort and it ultimately required several meetings 
between August 2006 and December 2006.  This effort was not part of the original scope and 
resulted in additional costs of $39,000.   
 
The peer review findings recommended design changes to the roundabout, in particular the 
roundabout entrances and inner roadway.  The re-design was initiated using previously 
authorized contingency and the design changes were completed between December 2006 and 
early February 2007.  Staff is seeking additional funds to fully pay for the re-design effort that 
was necessary so as not to delay the project.  The total cost for this additional work was 
$224,000.  As indicated previously, the redesign can be viewed as a value analysis as well, as 
the new roundabout geometry eliminated the need for a retaining wall and reduced the right of 
way needed for the project.  This construction cost savings nearly offsets the entire cost of the 
redesign.   
 
Amendment No. 3 also includes additional work for Moffatt & Nichol to develop storm water 
plans and permit processing, additional utility coordination, extension of the community relations 
effort, project coordination, and reinstatement of previously established contingency for future 
task orders such as design support during construction.   
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Table 2 shows a summary of the cost for each of the work items that comprise Amendment No. 
3 : 
 

Table 2 
Summary of Extra Work 

Amendment No. 2 
 

Extra Work Item Total Contract 
  
Cabrillo-Hot Springs Roundabout 
(Revised PS&E package and Peer Review) $263,552 

  
Storm Water Plans & Permitting $25,279 
  
Utility Coordination and OE Support $21,021 
  
PDT Mtgs, Const Comments, Proj Mgt $24,760 
  
Community Outreach (02/2007 to 12/2007) $10,000 
  
Contingency $45,388 
  
Total Amendment Amount (Rounded) $390,000 

 
 
Cabrillo-Hot Springs Roundabout (Revised PS&E Package):  Between August 2006 and 
December 2006, staff participated with its design consultant, City staff, and peer review experts 
on a panel to make recommendations to improve operations and safety in the Hot 
Springs/Cabrillo roundabout design.  Staff enlisted expert consultants, Kittelson & Associates to 
head up the technical review.  The resulting recommendations from the peer review reduced the 
size of the roundabout by 25% while at the same time providing additional capacity and 
improving future operations based on forecast volumes.  With the reduced “footprint” for the built 
facility, right of way acquisition was minimized and impacts to utilities also lessened.  The 
revised design also eliminated the need for a retaining wall and/or fill in a critical drainage 
feature that runs toward the Andree Clark Bird Refuge, which could have added permitting 
difficulties and additional cost.  Moffatt & Nichol re-designed the roundabout geometry to the 
peer review specifications and staff working with City and the community relations consultant 
has taken the revised design out to the community and received overwhelmingly positive 
feedback.  The additional design work cost  $263,552, however the elimination of the retaining 
wall and reduced right of way cost will offset that considerably if not entirely.   
 
Storm Water Plan and Permitting:  A requirement of the Clean Water Act is to implement best 
management practices to handle storm water during the course of construction projects.  The 
improvements within the jurisdiction of the City of Santa Barbara that are part of this project are 
to fall under their own storm water permit with the Regional Water Quality Control Board.   
Moffatt & Nichol had to prepare a storm water plan for the Regional Water Quality Board and an 
application for a storm water permit obtained through the City of Santa Barbara.  The cost for 
this additional work is $25,279. 
 
Utility Coordination Support:  The need to modify the design near the roundabout will require 
additional coordination meetings with utility companies to identify conflicts, develop a relocation 
plan, coordinate the staging or timing of the relocated utilities and discuss any cost liability for 
the improvements.  In addition to this, the process for providing support to Caltrans during the 
Office Engineering timeframe has now been clarified and Moffatt & Nichol will need to be 
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available to address any questions, make necessary changes, and provide technical support 
during the time the design in being readied for solicitation of construction bids.  This effort, 
which would extend from February 2007 through the summer of 2007 and be coupled with the 
utility coordination will cost an additional $21,021.   
 
Project Management and City Coordination:  This task compensates Moffat & Nichol for design 
changes made from 65% PS&E to Final PS&E through various meetings and conference calls.  
Also included in this effort is the need to present changes to the City’s Architectural Board of 
Review (ABR) and Historic Landmarks Commission (HLC) and Planning Commission as 
required in the Coastal Development Permit.  Staff along with its consultant team will be 
presenting the final project design to ABR/HLC on February 26, 2007 and will assist Caltrans on 
a presentation to the City Planning Commission on March 8, 2007.  The total cost for this effort 
is $24,760. 
 
Community Outreach:  In July 2006, the board approved an amendment to continue the 
successful community relations program through the beginning of construction.  At the time, the 
cost was $65,000.  However based on more recent estimates continuing outreach to employers, 
South Coast agencies and business groups about planned Transportation Demand 
Management programs that will be implemented during the construction of the project will cost 
an additional $10,000. 
 
 
FINANCIAL STATUS OF THE MEASURE D REGIONAL PROGRAM 
In July 2006, the SBCAG board adopted the 2006 Measure D Strategic Plan for completing the 
regional highway program of projects.  The plan provided for an issuance of up to $8.2 million in 
bonds to cover current program commitments as well as the ability to fund project cost 
increases of up to approximately $4.6 million.  This request for an additional $390,000 will draw 
against that $4.6 million available for cost increases. 
 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
SBCAG staff recommends that: 
 
1.  The contract with Moffat & Nichol for the Highway Milpas\Cabrillo Hot Springs project be 

increased $390,000.  Individual task orders will be prepared and executed for work 
elements within this authorization amount.   

 
2. The Measure D expenditure plan is to be amended to increase the project allocation by 

$390,000 for additional project support costs.  Amending the expenditure plan requires 
nine affirmative votes. 

 
 
COMMITTEE REVIEW: None 
 
Attachments: 
 
Amendment No. 3 to agreement with Moffatt and Nichol Engineers, Inc. 
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AMENDMENT NO. 3  
 

TO THE MASTER AGREEMENT DATED 
FEBRUARY 15, 2007 

 
It is mutually agreed that the Master Agreement for the US 101 Operational Improvements 
(Milpas Street to Hot Springs Road/Cabrillo Boulevard) Project between the Santa Barbara 
County Association of Governments (SBCAG) and the CONSULTANT (Moffatt & Nichol) is 
hereby amended as stated below: 
 

 Amend Article 3.1 to read: 
 

CONSULTANT shall be compensated for full and complete performance of the 
SERVICES, in compliance with all the terms and conditions of this AGREEMENT, and 
payment by CONSULTANT of all obligations incurred in, or application to, 
CONSULTANT’S performance of the SERVICES, and for which CONSULTANT shall 
furnish all personnel, facilities, equipment, materials, supplies, and services (except as 
may be explicitly set forth in this AGREEMENT as furnished by SBCAG).  The total 
AGREEMENT compensation shall not exceed $1,935,000.  The compensation to 
CONSULTANT for each individual task order shall not exceed the amounts set forth in 
Article 3 of the Task Order and total compensation to CONSULTANT shall be governed 
by the aggregate amount of each individual task order pursuant to Article 27 Precedence 
of the Master Agreement.   
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this agreement on the day and 
year below written, but effective as of the day and year first set forth above. 
 
Moffatt & Nichol Engineers   SBCAG 
     
By:   By:  
Name: Sing-Ching R. Chan  Name: Jonny Wallis 
Title: Vice President  Title: Chair, SBCAG 
Date:   Date:  
     
   Attest:  
     
   By:  
   Name: Jim Kemp 
   Title: Executive Director 
   Date:  
     
   Approved as to Form and Procedure: 
    
   Stephen Shane Stark 
   County Counsel 
     
   By:  
    Deputy County Counsel, 
    Counsel for SBCAG 
     
 
 


